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Abstract 

Although epidemiologic indicators of tuberculosis (TB) are rapidly improving in Romania, the disease remains a high 

priority of the public health. In the last years, the World Health Organization (WHO) has paid particular attention to the 

phenomenon of multidrug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB), which Romania is not exempt from. As an endemic, TB has a 

long history. In the evolution of this disease, the etiological treatment had a later appearance, but the drug resistance 

phenomenon, acting as selection pressor, was highlighted from the beginning. The advanced knowledge of the drug 

resistance mechanisms, early imposed the idea of drug combination. The history of the development and use of 

chemotherapeutic agents in the treatment of TB demonstrates the difficulty in obtaining strong resilience of the therapeutic 

regimens and the increased risk of unsuccessful outcomes, due to the drug resistance phenomenon. Expanding the global 

response to MDR-TB is relatively recent, only the last two decades, but the progress has been substantial. The latest WHO 

guidelines for MDR-TB therapy is a “game-changer”. This article updates the new classification of anti-TB drugs by classes, 

their characteristics and place in the therapeutic regimes, but also the recommendations and challenges for their application. 

 

Rezumat 

Deși indicatorii epidemiologici ai tuberculozei se îmbunătățesc rapid în România, tuberculoza rămâne o problemă prioritară 

de sănătate publică. În ultimii ani, Organizația Mondială a Sănătății (OMS) acordă o atenţie deosebită tuberculozei multidrog 

rezistente (TB-MDR), de la care nici România nu este exceptată. Ca endemie, tuberculoza are o evoluție lungă. Tratamentul 

etiologic a apărut târziu în istoria acestei maladii, însă fenomenul rezistenței la antibiotice, care funcționează ca presor de 

selecție, a fost pus în evidență încă de la început. Înțelegerea mai aprofundată a mecanismelor apariției a chimiorezistenței  a 

impus încă de timpuriu ideea terapiei asociate. Istoria descoperirii și utilizării chimioterapicelor în tratamentul TB-MDR 

demonstrează cât este de dificilă stabilizarea regimurilor terapeutice și cât de periculoasă pentru controlul bolii este 

emergența multirezistenței. Dezvoltarea răspunsului global la problemă este de dată relativ recentă, circa două decenii, dar 

progresele sunt substanțiale. Ultimele ghiduri ale OMS dedicate terapiei TB-MDR, sunt un “game-changer”. Articolul 

prezintă noua clasificare a medicamentelor antituberculoase, caracteristicile și poziția lor în schemele terapeutice, precum și 

recomandări și provocări ale administrării lor. 
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Introduction 

The reorganization on a modern basis of the Romanian 

tuberculosis (TB) control network was possible, after 

implementation of the Directly Observed Treatment 

(DOT) strategy after 1989, as a result of the 

recommendations of WHO. The treatment-related 

favourable endemic dynamics is illustrated by the 

downward curve of incidence between 1972 and 

2018 which registers a decrease of 58.6%, from the 

maximum level of 142.9% registered in 2002 to 

59.1% registered in 2018 (Figure 1). 

The major achievement of the strategy has been 

demonstrated by the improvement of ranking of Romania 

on European TB incidence map. Starting from the 3rd 

place, Romania now ranks on the 7th place on the 

European Region of WHO, after Kazakhstan, Republic 

of Moldova, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, 

Tajikistan, but still keeping the first place among the 

European Union countries [1]. 

In recent years, WHO have given a particular consideration 

to the chemoresistance phenomenon, setting out a series 

of recommendations aimed to control the spread of 

the TB infection resistant to anti-tuberculosis drugs. 

Despite the decrease of the cases of MDR-TB from 

792 to 353 (2008 to 2009), this remains a major 

public health problem in Romania (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. 

TB Incidence – Romania 1972 – 2018, 0/0000 
Source: National database for TB (updated June 2019) 

 

 
Figure 2. 

Number of MDR/XDR-TB cases in Romania (2008 – 2018)  
Source: National database for TB (updated June 2019) 

 

 
Figure 3. 

Results of TB treatment of confirmed pulmonary cases (2017) and MDR-TB pulmonary cases (2016) – % 
Source: National database for TB 

 

In a retrospective manner, we have reviewed the 

surveillance and control of MDR-TB in Romania, 

as a long-term process, which has been considered 

with relative scepticism in its early days, but it is 
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now the focus of a more optimistic consideration, 

with a therapeutic success rate steadily increasing. 

In 2016 it was registered a success rate of 46.3%, 

meaning almost an increase of 3 times from the 

2018 cohort, which was 16.8%. Solving the current 

public health problem will only be possible through 

the joint effort of all those involved in tuberculosis 

control (Figure 3). 

 

Evolution 

The tuberculosis endemic has had a long history. 

Statistical models (Grigg) suggest a particular dynamic 

of the disease in a community, expressed by a growing 

trend, leading to a peak of incidence and mortality, and 

then followed by progressive attenuation, spontaneous 

and continued over centuries. Due of this model of 

evolution, the specific diagnosis of TB through 

bacteriological and imagistic techniques, as well as 

etiological treatment, appeared lately in the evolution 

of endemic, beginning with the end of 19th century. 

The facts of discovery and usage of penicillin, in early 

40’, had no effect on M. tuberculosis, but encouraged 

Selman Waksman's research, and then lead to Albert 

Schatz's discovery of streptomycin (SM) in 1949, 

which was the first antibiotic with anti-TB action 

proved by initial clinical trials [2]. The most relevant 

of these trials was “Streptomycin treatment of pulmonary 

tuberculosis” published in 1948 by the Medical Research 

Council, United Kingdom, which was the first randomized 

controlled study in history. It demonstrated the favourable, 

sometimes temporary, effect of SM, but also revealed 

the occurrence of bacterial resistance and induced 

adverse reactions [3]. 

The detailed analysis of M. tuberculosis resistance to 

streptomycin began with the work of Pyle, Mitchison, 

Youmans, Kekaku and others. Soon, the idea of 

controlling the phenomenon by associating a second 

antibiotic to the therapy had occurred [4]. 

The first targeted anti-TB chemotherapic had been 

synthesized by Lehmann, based on the knowledge that 

salicylate influence mycobacterial metabolism. This 

drug, PAS (para-amino salicylic acid), was synthesized 

in the same time when streptomycin was discovered, 

in 1943. There were evaluations that put doubts to the 

clinical response to PAS, due to the bacteriostasis it 

had induced. 

Another remarkable study endorsed by the same British 

Medical Research Council (BMRC) in 1949, reproducing 

the randomization and control group methodology 

already used in streptomycin trials, associated PAS and 

SM for the first time. The combination was compared 

with their administration as monotherapy. While SM 

alone induced resistance in 70% of patients, association 

with PAS decreased the percentage to 9% [5]. 

In 1951, through a useful coincidence, three pharmaceutical 

companies discovered the anti-TB action of isoniazid 

(INH). Based on the model established in 1948, 

BMRC clinically validated the drug in 1952, highlighting 

the high resistance rate induced by monotherapy (71% 

at 3 months) [6]. 

Once again, the idea of drug association was successful. 

The era of “triple therapy” represented by INH, SM, 

and PAS started and remained the basis of anti-TB 

treatment for the next 15 years. 

In the following years, important discoveries were made, 

such as pyrazinamide (PZM) (1952), ethambutol (EMB) 

(1961) and rifampicin (RMP) (1967) and many clinical 

trials evaluated the proper indication of each drug in 

the therapeutic regimens, regarding dosages, rate of 

administration, duration of treatment, and later the 

need for administration under direct observation. The 

intralesional germ populations, the intra- and extra-

macrophagic action of anti-TB antibiotics, bactericidal 

and sterilizing effects, minimal inhibitory concentration 

values, therapeutic coefficients and post-therapy effects 

were demonstrated and defined, setting the foundation 

of modern therapy [7]. 

The combination of isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide 

and ethambutol, used to treat drug susceptible TB, is 

still unsurpassed regarding their therapeutic value, 

even if the ideal treatment is yet to be discovered. 

The resistance phenomenon has accompanied anti-

TB therapy from the very beginning. In severe MDR 

cases, with resistance at least to isoniazid and rifampicin, 

the incidence was 600,000 cases per year and produced 

230,000 deaths annually [1]. 

For a long time, treatment of drug resistant TB (DR-

TB) has not been a priority in national programs with 

limited resources. Since 1997, the theoretical bases of 

DR-TB therapy have been established and a wide-

range of institutional and organizational processes has 

been initiated by the World Health Organization, which 

has gradually improved the access to individualized 

treatment. Currently one third of the patients with 

DR-TB are treated as required, according to international 

guidelines, which emphasizes the magnitude of the 

problem [9, 22]. 

“Second line” drugs used to treat DR-TB, called as 

such to be distinguished from the “first line” drugs 

which are used to treat the susceptible strains of M. 

tuberculosis, are more expensive, difficult to obtain 

and  with severe side effects, often used as “off label” 

products. 

Their origin is different, whether they have been 

evaluated as anti-tuberculosis drugs, but did not prove 

their efficacy from the perspective of standardized 

schedules or have been synthesized for other indications, 

but their effectiveness on M. tuberculosis has been 

observed. Decades later, and for the very first time in 

2000, specifically anti-TB molecules, such as delamanid 

and bedaquiline, were synthesized. These drugs under-

went clinical assessment and found a proper place 

within the TB treatment schedule. 
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Causes of the emergence and dissemination of drug 

resistant mycobacteria 

Scientists recognized the emergence of resistant strains 

immediately after the introduction of anti-tuberculosis 

therapy. Pyle et al. described the emergence of drug 

resistance during Streptomycin treatment in 1947 [10]. 

In the ‘50s, researchers showed the presence of drug-

resistant bacilli from wild strains of Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis, even before exposure to any drug. Some 

strains, resistant to isoniazid showed a reduced catalase 

activity, but the molecular basis of resistance have 

been unknown for a long time. 

In 1970, David et al. demonstrated that drug resistance 

occurs through spontaneous and random mutations in 

the bacterial chromosome. They calculated the average 

rate of mutations to isoniazid, rifampicin, etambutol 

and streptomycin, as well as the highest proportion of 

possible mutation in the non-selected populations of 

M. tuberculosis for each drug. The mutation rate for 

M. tuberculosis resistance to INH was 2.56 x 10-8 

mutations per bacterium in one generation; for 

RMP of 2.25 x 10-10; for EMB of 1.0 x 10-7 and for 

SM of 2.95 x 10-8. The estimated ratio between 

resistant and susceptible bacilli in an unselected M. 

tuberculosis population was 1:106 for both INH and 

SM, 1:105 for EMB and 1:108 for RMP [11]. 

The probability of occurrence of more than one drug 

chemoresistance is calculated by multiplying the mutation 

rates for each drug. Therefore, resistant bacilli to both 

INH and RMP are expected to occur less than once 

in an unselected population of 1014 bacilli. Because 

lung cavities contain between 107 to 109 bacilli, they 

may contain a small number of resistant bacilli on each 

of the antituberculous drugs, but are unlikely to contain 

resistant bacilli for two drugs at the same time. 

Generally, the emergence of drug resistance depends 

on: the mycobacterial type, with faster emergence for 

M. bovis and atypical mycobacteria; the initial proportion 

of resistant mutants, with faster development in higher 

proportions; the magnitude of mycobacterial population 

(more mutants resistant to a larger mycobacterial 

population); the type of metabolism for some anti-

tuberculous drugs (the resistance appears slower to 

the rapid isoniazid inactivators); the anatomical type 

of tuberculous lesion (the emergence of resistance is 

faster for cavity lesions); the type of regimens and the 

accuracy of drug administration (one of the most 

important factors). 

Drug-resistant tuberculosis occurs if, from the total 

infectious bacterial population, resistant bacilli multiply 

in excess, compared to drug susceptible bacilli, due 

to the selection and multiplication of resistant strains 

through inadequate treatment. This will occur early 

during treatment, if the bacterial population is numerous 

and only one drug is used to treat tuberculosis. 

During the initial phase of the treatment, if only one 

drug is used, most drug-sensitive bacilli are destroyed, 

and the number of bacilli from sputum rapidly decreases, 

while resistant germs multiply unaffected. In a period 

from two weeks to several months, drug resistance 

bacilli will be more numerous than those susceptible. 

The sputum count of mycobacteria will increase again, 

and the clinical form of resistance to treatment will 

become evident. This process is known as the “fall and 

rise” phenomenon (decrease and then multiplication) 

[12]. In a large population of resistant bacilli, additional 

mutations can also occur, resulting in the emergence 

of resistant mutants (selective pressors) to two drugs. 

The major causes of the development and spread of 

drug resistance are the poor compliance with the 

prescribed treatment, the use of inadequate treatment 

regimens, delayed diagnosis and treatment or inadequate 

isolation conditions. If drugs are not taken as prescribed 

and bacilli are exposed to a single drug for longer 

periods of time, multiplication of drug resistant germs 

may occur. 

In addition, in some treatment regimens which contain 

more than one drug, the germs are susceptible only 

to one of them. These regimens are equivalent to mono-

therapy and may have as result the selection of multi-

drug resistant germs. Acquired multidrug resistance 

usually results through a combination of lack of 

compliance with inappropriate treatment. 

Obviously, the emergence of chemo-resistant bacilli 

can be avoided with the appropriate therapy with 

multiple drugs in different combinations. Combined 

regimens are the most important in the initial phase 

of treatment, when the bacilli population is the most 

abundant. Anti-tuberculosis medication varies in terms 

of ability to prevent resistance to other drugs, isoniazid 

(INH) and rifampicin (RMP) showing most effectiveness. 

The occurrence of chemoresistance is less likely in most 

cases of extra-pulmonary TB, where the population of 

bacilli is much smaller. Since the bacilli population is 

lower in latent TB infection, the risk of secondary 

resistance to previously treated patients is negligible, 

even with monotherapy. A study of Nolan et al. 

supports this observation. Patients with latent TB 

infection, who received preventive treatment with 

INH for 3 months or less, had a 6 times higher risk to 

develop a INH-sensitive active TB, but didn’t have 

a higher risk for INH-resistant TB, compared with 

those who received preventive treatment for 6 - 12 

months [13]. 

 

Classification of resistance to TB drugs. Definitions. 

The population of M. tuberculosis is considered to be 

resistant if 1% or more of the microorganisms are 

resistant to a specific drug concentration, as long as 

the bacilli have not previously been exposed to any 

drug. Drug resistant tuberculosis includes the case of 

TB, usually pulmonary, with bacilli that are resistant 

to one or more anti-TB drugs [14]. 
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The term mono-resistance is used when a strain is 

resistant to one of the four essential anti-TB drugs; 

the resistance to more than one drug is considered 

poly-resistance; multidrug resistance (MDR) appears 

if the strain is unresponsive simultaneously to at least 

INH and RMP. MDR- TB is associated with a much 

higher rate of treatment failure. Although the proportion 

of MDR-TB within the total number of drug resistant 

tuberculosis is high, the main priority should not be 

the treatment, but the prevention of such cases [14]. 

Drug resistant TB is divided into two types, according 

to appearance: primary and acquired resistance. 

Primary resistance occurs in people who have never 

been treated for TB; these people are infected with 

resistant micro-organisms. Because it is difficult to find 

if the patient has previously received anti-TB treatment, 

sometimes the term initial resistance is used instead 

of primary resistance. Its prevalence is increasing in 

countries with ineffective control programs, and where 

the directly observed therapy is not well organized. 

Acquired resistance occurs during TB treatment, 

either because the patient has been treated with an 

inadequate regimen or because he has not been 

compliant to the treatment plan. This definition is 

accepted if there is the evidence of initial susceptibility 

to standard drugs. It has been demonstrated that 

acquired resistance appears to patients who received 

anti-TB treatment for at least one month. 

There are significant differences between primary and 

acquired resistance, when analysing severity and 

prevalence criteria [14]: the frequency of primary 

resistance is lower than the frequency of acquired 

resistance (5% or less in countries with effective anti-

TB programs and at least 15% in countries with 

recently implemented programs); primary resistance 

is less severe: it is most often a mono-resistance (to 

SM or INH) and only exceptionally a triple resistance 

or multi-resistance, whereas the acquired resistance 

usually involves two or more drugs; the level of “in 

vitro” resistance is lower for primary resistance. 

For these reasons it is considered that primary resistance 

affects only little the outcome of the worldwide usage 

of the standardized regimens [14].   

The categories of patients with a higher risk of 

developing drug resistant TB are represented by: 

people who have previously received anti-TB treatment; 

close contacts of people known with drug-resistant 

TB [15]; people born in areas with a high prevalence 

of polyresistance (e.g. Latin America, Asia, Africa); 

patients whose smears and cultures remain positive 

after 3 months of anti-TB treatment. 

 

Anti-TB drugs: mechanisms of action. The 

molecular basis of drug-resistance. 

Polyresistant strains of M. tuberculosis have already 

spread throughout the world. In many countries and 

regions, these resistant strains are a serious threat to 

the effectiveness of TB control programs. 

An important element in controlling the TB epidemic 

is the understanding of the molecular basis of resistance 

to the most important anti-TB drugs, so more accurate 

laboratory tests and more appropriate therapeutic 

regimens may be developed [16-18]. 

M. tuberculosis and other members of the Mycobacterium 

complex use several strategies to withstand the action 

of antimicrobial agents. The mycobacterial cell is 

surrounded by a highly hydrophobic specialized wall, 

which leads to a decreased permeability to many 

compounds. 

Recent discoveries have been made regarding active 

drug penetration systems, enzymes of degradation and 

inactivation, as well as genes that are associated with 

these functions. Thus, genetic studies have shown that 

the resistance of M. tuberculosis to antimicrobial 

drugs is the consequence of spontaneous mutations 

occurring in the genes encoding the target of the drug 

or in the enzymes involved in its activation [19, 20]. 

Point mutations causing drug-resistance, such as 

deletions or insertions, for all first-line agents (isoniazid, 

rifampicin, pyrazinamide, ethambutol and streptomycin) 

as well as for several second-line agents, some more 

recently discovered (ethionamide, fluoroquinolones, 

macrolides, nitro-imidasopyranes) have been described 

[17]. 

Today is considered that not only one genetic alteration 

has implications for the MDR phenotype. Rather, MDR 

develops through sequential acquisition of mutations 

at different sites, a common consequence of inappropriate 

treatment. Because MDR strains are the result of 

cumulative mutations, the development of M. tuberculosis  

in the host can be successfully controlled by simultaneous 

treatment with multiple drugs. Thus, therapeutic 

regimens with 5 or 6 drugs are commonly used for 

the treatment of patients with MDR-TB [8, 21, 22]. 

 

Therapy of DR-TB. Classes of drugs. 

The main categories of medicines used in tuberculosis 

treatment are: first line medication, which represents 

the standard regimen used to treat drug susceptible 

TB forms; second line medication, which refers to 

drugs that have not been included in the first-intention 

schedule, but which are effective in drug-resistant TB 

cases (DR-TB). 

Since 2006, it has been suggested to group drugs with 

known anti-TB action. This is not a classification based 

on their chemical characteristics, but rather on their 

therapeutic relevance and reason of inclusion in the 

therapeutic schemes. [23] Currently, based on WHO 

principle of “Rapid Communication on DR-TB 

treatment”, the medicines are grouped in three categories, 

based on the efficiency/safety balance (Table I). 
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Table I 

Group of drugs used in MDR-TB therapy 

GROUP DRUG 

Group A:  

Include all three medicines (unless they cannot be used) 

levofloxacin (LFX) or moxifloxacin (MFX) 

bedaquiline (BDQ) 

linezolid (LZD) 

Group B: 

Add both medicines (unless they cannot be used) 

clofazimine (CFZ) 

cycloserine (CS) or terizidone (TRD) 

Group C: 

Add to complete the regimen and when medicines from Group A 

and B cannot be used 

ethambutol (EMB/E) 

delamanid (DLM) 

pyrazinamide (PZM/Z) 

imipenem-cilastatin (IPM-CLN) or meropenem (MPM) 

amikacin (AM) or streptomycin (SM/S) 

ethionamide (ETO) or prothionamide (PTO) 

p-aminosalicylic acid (PAS) 

 

Group of drugs used to treat MDR-TB 

Group A consists of “priority” drugs (all three should 

be included in the treatment schedule).  

Group B is represented by “companion” drugs (include 

at least one, if not both in the schedule).  

Group C consists of “supplement” medications if 

group A and B does not provide at least 4 unused 

medicines with demonstrated sensitivity [24]. 

Group A. 

Fluoroquinolones(Q) 

Despite the changes in the therapeutic guidelines, 

quinolones continue to represent a major class of 

drugs used for the treatment of DR-TB. Although the 

anti-TB action is defined for several class representants, 

the current guidelines take into account as components 

of group A only recent generation of fluoroquinolones, 

such as levofloxacin (Lfx) and moxifloxacin (Mfx), 

drugs with better prognostic value [25]. They have 

a good bactericidal action by inhibiting bacterial 

DNA-gyrase with role in cellular replication, and 

moxifloxacin is considered to have a significant 

sterilizing action, which may shortened the treatment 

duration. Fluoroquinolones show cross-resistance 

within the class components [26]. Resistance to 

fluoroquinolones (along with H and R resistance) 

defines the “extreme” form of the disease, currently 

known as extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB), 

which had, until recently, very limited chances to cure. 

They should be administered throughout the entire 

duration of the treatment. The frequency of severe 

adverse reactions is estimated at 2.9% for moxifloxacin 

and 4.1% for levofloxacin. Digestive and central nervous 

manifestations rarely interfere with the therapeutic 

course. Fluoroquinolones are known to prolong the 

QT interval, which may increase the risk of severe 

heart rhythm disturbances, more common in Mfx 

administration, especially if bedaquiline and clofazimine 

are associated. Cardiac monitoring is recommended 

when drugs that prolong the QT interval are used [27]. 

Bedaquiline (Bdq) 

It represents a new synthetized drug, the first in 

decades, specifically developed for the treatment of 

DR-TB. Bedaquiline is a diarylquinoline with selective 

action on mycobacteria and irrelevant on other germs. 

It inhibits mycobacterial ATP – synthetase and induces 

intracellular ATP depletion. 

Bedaquiline is active on various bacterial populations 

on strains that are susceptible or resistant to currently 

available anti-TB drugs. 

It has a good bactericidal action on germs in active 

multiplication. The early bactericidal effect seems 

proportional with the administered dose. It can also 

act on germs with slow multiplication, intermittent 

or dormant; it also expresses a sterilizing action. 

Bedaquiline has a long terminal elimination half-

life in plasma, of 5.5 months, a feature that is also 

encountered in clofazimine, another lipophilic anti-

TB drug. Due to this remarkable effect, along with 

the sterilizing action, it was possible to shorten the 

duration of the current therapeutic regimens from 

18 - 24 months to 9 - 12 months [28]. Bedaquiline is 

associated with a low rate of spontaneous occurrence 

of resistant mutants of 1 out of 107 - 108, similar to 

that of rifampicin, with a close profile. Except for 

the possible cross-resistance with clofazimine, the 

phenomenon does not concern other anti-TB drugs. 

Because it has been used on a large number of patients, 

currently, the role in the treatment schedule, the 

duration and rhythm of administration and the adverse 

reactions are well-known. 

Bedaquiline is considered, by inclusion in the group 

A of drugs for DR-TB, alongside with quinolones and 

linezolid, as a priority in the long-term treatment of 

DR-TB. 

It is generally well tolerated, with a risk of serious 

adverse reactions of 2.4% (compared with the linezolide 

of 17.2%). 

Some reactions are more common (dyspepsia, arthralgia, 

headache), while some are less frequent (hepatic 

cytolysis, hyperuricemia). Bedaquilin may produce 

QT interval prolongation, which can be associated 

with potentially severe arrhythmia as the torsades de 

pointes. The risk is significant when the drug it is 

associated with clofazimine and moxifloxacin [28, 29]. 
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Linezolid (Lzd) 

It is a protein synthesis inhibitor working by suppressing 

bacterial protein production. The main use of linezolid 

in clinical practice is for treating the severe infections 

with aerobic MDR Gram-positive bacteria and the 

treatment of DR-TB. 

Linezolid has a good bactericidal action on rapid 

multiplication bacteria and a moderate sterilizing action 

on germs with slow and intermittent multiplication 

rate. It should be administered during the entire period 

of treatment, but administration may be interrupted if 

severe side effects appear, related to mitochondrial 

toxicity. The drug may induce myelo-suppression 

(anaemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, pancytopenia), 

peripheral and optic neuropathy, lactic acidosis, hence 

the need for careful monitoring. The frequency of 

severe adverse reactions decreases significantly with 

the reduction of the dose, currently of 600mg daily. 

Group B [30-32]: 

Clofazimine (Cfz) 

It is a riminophenazine, primary used to treat leprosy. 

The mechanism of action is unclear, apparently through 

the intracellular accumulation of oxidant radicals. 

The bactericidal and possibly sterilizing effects were 

considered relevant enough for the substance to be 

included in Group B of drugs that should be associated 

with Group A in treatment of DR-TB. The long terminal 

elimination half-life in plasma, of 70 days, made 

possible to include clofazimine in the short-term 

scheme recommended by WHO (Bangladesh regimen). 

Severe adverse reactions are relatively rare (3.6%), 

the prolongation of the QT interval may require 

interruption of drug administration. More common 

side effects are cutaneous, such as pink to brownish 

skin pigmentation, photosensitivity, ichthyosis [29, 

30, 33]. 

Cycloserine (Cs) 

Cycloserine is a D-alanine analogue. It works as a 

bacteriostatic by inhibiting mycobacterial cell wall 

synthesis. Cycloserine is restricted for use only against 

MDR and XDR strains of M. tuberculosis, as member 

of group B of anti-TB drugs in the last WHO guide-

lines. The important side effects (depression, suicide, 

psychosis, convulsions) may limit the use of this 

drug [28]. 

Group C: 

It includes all other drugs that can be used in addition 

to the treatment schedule if one or more Group A 

and B agents cannot be used for various reasons 

(intolerance, contraindications, side effects, proven 

resistance and lack of access). 

Group positioning expresses the expected benefit/risk 

ratio and implicitly imposes the order of choice. 

Etambutol, pirazinamide, and streptomycin are line 

first medications, which are constantly used in the 

standard regimens for susceptible TB cases, but are 

also useful in individualized schedules after the 

sensitivity testing proven by the antibiogram. 

Amikacin, structurally an aminoglycoside, is the only 

injectable second line drug which is still considered 

useful in the treatment of MDR-TB, because relevant 

statistics suggest that other injectable drugs that were 

largely previously used, such as kanamycin and 

capreomycin are associated with less favourable out-

comes and consequently, are no longer recommended. 

Ethionamide/protionamide and PAS, as bacteriostatics 

with tolerance problems, are still useful and occasionally 

used to supplement standard treatment schedules. 

Delamanid 

It is a nitroimidazole, and like bedaquiline, it is a new 

anti-TB drug that has emerged after decades of less 

therapeutic relevance. It acts as pro-drug through 

active metabolites which inhibit the synthesis of 

mycolic acids from the mycobacterial wall structure. 

Delamanid is credited with bactericidal action, but 

also sterilizing effect, and there are hopes to become 

the next “leading-drug”. At least for the time being, 

studies have not shown a major therapeutic impact of 

Delamanid's in actual schedules and for this reason 

it’s currently positioned in Group C. It is well-tolerated 

and it can also induce QT interval prolongation [31, 

34, 35]. 

Carbapenems 

Meropenem, imipenem and other carbapenems have 

demonstrated some anti-TB activity in therapeutic 

associations. 

Imipenem-cilastin and meropenem-clavulanate may 

be associated with other anti-TB drugs in the situation 

of limited resources, hence the positioning in Group 

C. A disadvantage of carbapenems is the need for 

fractional administration (2 - 3 times/daily), which 

limits their use in ambulatory conditions [36]. 

The current review included to discuss only the 

recommended WHO medication guidelines, according 

with “Consolidated guidelines on drug-resistant 

tuberculosis treatment”, published in 2019. 

The agents under evaluation are much more numerous 

and the future will bring new insights. However, some 

trends are obvious. Injectable drugs are no longer 

perceived as priority drugs and the preference for oral 

medicines is obvious. The tendency to standardize the 

treatment regimens used in the treatment of DR-TB 

it is increasing. Fluoroquinolones, bedaquiline and 

linezolid are priority drugs. 

Most regimens should initially include four drugs (for 

a 6 months period) and then three drugs regimen 

until the end of the treatment, which usually lasts 

for 18 - 20 months. 

There are ongoing evaluations of short-term schedules 

of 9 - 12 months, but the results are still pending [32]. 

 

Conclusions 

TB endemic has a long history. Bacteriological, 

imagistic and etiological diagnoses were developed 

relative recently (1882, 1895 and 1943). 
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Standardization of treatment for TB sensitive cases 

developed in decades, but the disease is far from 

being eradicated. The phenomenon of resistance to 

antibiotics has emerged from the very beginning and 

currently represents a major risk for the effectiveness 

of standard therapy. For a while, TB treatment of 

cases with resistant strains was not a priority. The 

conceptual and institutional effort to fight this type 

of disease was initiated 20 years ago. Establishing 

the most effective treatment schedules is a complex 

process and the universal access to needed drugs is 

not fast enough. The latest WHO guidelines should 

be a real “game-changer”. 

The Romanian experience has been connected with 

the international developments. Patient assistance is 

partially reliant upon projects with external funding, 

usually based on a cohort system (number of defined 

cases); also, the existing structure of the Romanian 

health care system, including the reimbursement 

mechanisms, are not very helpful in addressing the 

issue [37]. 

There are significant differences registered between 

the therapeutic successes rates of those treated through 

international funded projects (60 - 75%) compared 

to those treated in the National Program (20 - 30%). 

This situation has raised constantly difficult ethical 

problems. 

The actual Romanian legislation doesn’t allow the 

extent use of medicines “off label” for TB patients, 

and this needs to be under scrutiny for administrative 

reforms [38]. Recently, most of MDR-TB drugs were 

included in the list C2 and centralized procured. 

All of the above highlights why tuberculosis treatment 

is more of a legal, administrative, financial, and 

logistics arrangement, rather than a therapeutic one. 

The eradication of the disease (defined as one case 

per million inhabitants) seems not to be targeted in 

the near future. 
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